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Abstract
In this paper we study the smoothness properties of solutions to the KP-I equation. We show that the
equation’s dispersive nature leads to a gain in regularity for the solution. In particular, if the initial data φ
possesses certain regularity and sufficient decay as x → ∞, then the solution u(t) will be smoother than φ
for 0 < t  T where T is the existence time of the solution.
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1. Introduction
The KdV equation is a model for water wave propagation in shallow water with weak dis-
persive and weak nonlinear effects. In 1970, Kadomtsev and Petviashvili [15] derived a two-
dimensional analog to the KdV equation. Now known as the KP-I and KP-II equations, these
equations are given by
utx + uxxxx + uxx + uyy + (uux)x = 0
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J. Levandosky et al. / J. Differential Equations 245 (2008) 762–808 763where  = ∓1. In addition to being used as a model for the evolution of surface waves [1], the KP
equation has also been proposed as a model for internal waves in straits or channels of varying
depth and width [9,25]. The KP equation has also been studied as a model for ion-acoustic wave
propagation in isotropic media [22]. In this paper we consider smoothness properties of solutions
to the KP-I equation
(ut + uxxx + ux + uux)x − uyy = 0, (x, y) ∈ R2, t ∈ R, (1.1)
u(x, y,0) = φ(x, y). (1.2)
Certain results concerning the Cauchy problem for the KP-I equation include the following.
Ukai [26] proved local well-posedness for both the KP-I and KP-II equations for initial data in
Hs(R2), s  3, while Saut [24] proved some local existence results for generalized KP equations.
More recently, results concerning global well-posedness for the KP-I equation have appeared. In
particular, see the works of Kenig [16] and Molinet, Saut, and Tzvetkov [21]. Here we consider
the question of gain of regularity for solutions to the KP-I equation.
A number of results concerning gain of regularity for various nonlinear evolution equations
have appeared. This paper uses the ideas of Cohen [5], Kato [14], Craig and Goodman [7]
and Craig, Kappeler, and Strauss [8]. Cohen considered the KdV equation, showing that “box-
shaped” initial data φ ∈ L2(R2) with compact support lead to a solution u(t) which is smooth for
t > 0. Kato generalized this result, showing that if the initial data φ are in L2((1 + eσx) dx), the
unique solution u(t) ∈ C∞(R2) for t > 0. Kruzhkov and Faminskii [18] replaced the exponential
weight function with a polynomial weight function, quantifying the gain in regularity of the so-
lution in terms of the decay at infinity of the initial data. Craig, Kappeler, and Strauss expanded
on the ideas from these earlier papers in their treatment of highly generalized KdV equations.
Other results on gain of regularity for linear and nonlinear dispersive equations include the
works of Hayashi, Nakamitsu, and Tsutsumi [11,12], Hayashi and Ozawa [13], Constantin and
Saut [6], Ponce [23], Ginibre and Velo [10], Kenig, Ponce, and Vega [17], Vera [27,28] and
Ceballos, Sepulveda, and Vera [4].
In studying propagation of singularities, it is natural to consider the bicharacteristics associ-
ated with the differential operator. For the KdV equation, it is known that the bicharacteristics
all point to the left for t > 0, and all singularities travel in that direction. Kato [14] makes use of
this uniform dispersion, choosing a non-symmetric weight function decaying as x → −∞ and
growing as x → ∞. In [8], Craig, Kappeler and Strauss also make use of a unidirectional propa-
gation of singularities in their results on infinite smoothing properties for generalized KdV-type
equations for which fuxxx  c > 0.
For the two-dimensional case, Levandosky [19] proves smoothing properties for the KP-II
equation. This result makes use of the fact that the bicharacteristics all point into one half-plane.
Subsequently, in [20], Levandosky considers generalized KdV-type equations in two dimensions,
proving that if all bicharacteristics point into one half-plane, an infinite gain in regularity will
occur, assuming sufficient decay at infinity of the initial data.
In this paper, we address the question regarding gain in regularity for the KP-I equation.
Unlike the KP-II equation, the bicharacteristics for the KP-I equation are not restricted to a half-
plane but span all of R2. As a result, singularities may travel in all of R2. However, here we
prove that if the initial data decays sufficiently as x → ∞, then we will gain a finite number
of derivatives in x (as well as mixed derivatives). In order to state a special case of our gain in
regularity theorem, we first introduce certain function spaces we will be using.
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we define the operator ∂−1x by
̂











dx dy < +∞. (1.5)
On this space of functions X0(R2), it makes sense to rewrite (1.1)–(1.2) as
ut + uxxx + ux + uux − ∂−1x uyy = 0, (x, y) ∈ R2, t ∈ R, (1.6)
u(x, y,0) = φ(x, y) (1.7)
and consider weak solutions u ∈ X0(R2).
Definition. Let N be a positive integer. We define the space of functions XN(R2) as follows
XN =
{




∈ HN (R2)} (1.8)











)2 + (∂α∂−1x uyy)2])dx dy < +∞ (1.9)
where α = (α1, α2) ∈ Z+ × Z+ and |α| = α1 + α2.
Gain of regularity theorem. Let u be a solution of (1.6)–(1.7) in R2 × [0, T ] such that






u2 + (∂Ly u)2 + (1 + x+)L(∂Lx u)2]dx dy < +∞ (1.10)
for some integer L 2. Then
























for L+ 1 |α| 2L− 1, 2L− |α| − α2  1, σ > 0 arbitrary.
Remarks.
















1 + eσx−)(∂2Lx u)2 < ∞.
In particular, this result shows a gain in L derivatives in x.
(2) While we gain x derivatives and mixed derivatives, we do not gain pure y derivatives. How-
ever, we do not require any weighted estimates on ∂Ly u. In addition, we do not require any
weighted estimates on u. The results on the KP-II equation include gains in pure y deriva-
tives, but also require weighted estimates on ∂Ly u.
(3) The assumptions on u are reasonable and shown to hold in Section 6.
The main idea of the proof is the following. We use an inductive argument where on each level
|α|, we apply the operator ∂α = ∂α1x ∂α2y to (1.6), multiply the differentiated equation by 2fα∂αu
where fα is our weight function, to be specified later, and integrate over R2. Doing so, we arrive












)2 + ∫ [ft + fxxx + fx](∂αu)2 + ∣∣∣∣2∫ f (∂αu)∂α(uux)∣∣∣∣ (1.11)
where
∫ = ∫
R2 dx dy. Assuming fx > 0, the second term on the left-hand side has a positive
sign, thus allowing us to prove a gain in regularity. We notice that the first term on the right-hand
side is of order |α|. By choosing appropriate weight functions for each α, we have a bound on
that term from the previous step of the induction. After proving estimates involving the nonlinear
term on the right-hand side of the equation, we apply Gronwall’s inequality to prove the bounds
on the terms on the left-hand side of the equation.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we show the derivation of (1.11). In
Sections 3 and 4 we prove an existence result showing that for initial data φ ∈ XN(R2) there
exists a smooth solution u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)) for a time T depending only on ‖φ‖X0 . In
Section 5 we prove estimates for the terms on the right-hand side of (1.11). In Section 6 we
766 J. Levandosky et al. / J. Differential Equations 245 (2008) 762–808prove a priori estimates showing that the solution u found in Section 4 also satisfies (1.10) for
the same time T as long as
∫ (
φ2 + (∂Ly φ)2 + (1 + x+)L(∂Lx φ)2)< ∞.
Once we have found the solution u in the appropriate weighted space as well as bounds for terms
on the right-hand side of (1.11), in Section 7, we can state and prove our main gain in regularity
result. This proof uses an inductive argument along with the main estimates proven in Section 5.
Choice of weight function. We will be using non-symmetric weight functions. In particular, we
will be using weight functions f (x, t) ∈ C∞ which behave roughly like powers of x for x > 1
and decay exponentially for x < −1. We define our weight classes as follows.
Definition. A function f = f (x, t) belongs to the weight class Wσ i k if it is a positive C∞
function on R × [0, T ] and there are constants cj , 0 j  5, such that
0 < c1  t−ke−σxf (x, t) c2 ∀x < −1, 0 < t < T, (1.12)
0 < c3  t−kx−if (x, t) c4 ∀x > 1, 0 < t < T, (1.13)(
t |∂tf | +
∣∣∂rxf ∣∣)/f  c5 ∀(x, t) ∈ R × [0, T ], ∀r ∈ N. (1.14)
Thus f looks like tk as t → 0, like xi as x → +∞ and like eσx as x → −∞.
Remark. It is possible to consider weight functions which decay polynomially as x → −∞
(see [3]) but for simplicity here, we will use exponentially-decaying weight functions as
x → −∞.
Before proceeding, we introduce some other function spaces we will be using.
Definition. Let N be a positive integer. Let H˜Nx (Wσ i k) be the space of functions
H˜Nx (Wσ i k) =
{
v :R2 → R: ‖v‖2






)2 + f ∣∣∂Nx v∣∣2]< +∞} (1.15)
with f ∈ Wσ i k fixed.
Remarks.
(1) We note that although the norm above depends on f , all choices of f in this class lead to
equivalent norms.
(2) The usual Sobolev space is HN(R2) without a weight.
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L2
([0, T ] : H˜Nx (Wσ i k))
=
{
v(x, y, t): ‖v‖2









([0, T ] : H˜Nx (Wσ i k))
=
{
v(x, y, t): ‖v‖L∞([0,T ]:H˜Nx (Wσ i k)) = sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥v(·, ·, t)∥∥








)∩ H˜Lx (W0L0). (1.18)





u2 + u2xxxx +
(
∂−1x uyy




)2 + f (∂Lx u)2]dx dy (1.19)
for some f ∈ W0L0.
We now state a lemma describing one of the types of bounds we will be using for our a priori
estimates.









1 + |ξ |p + |η|q]|uˆ|2 dξ dη)1/2. (1.20)




1 + |ξ |p + |η|q dξ dη < +∞
for p,q satisfying our hypothesis. 
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We consider the KP-I equation
ut + uxxx + ux + uux − ∂−1x uyy = 0, (x, y) ∈ R2, t ∈ R, (2.1)
u(x, y,0) = φ(x, y). (2.2)
Lemma 2.1. Let u be a solution of (2.1)–(2.2) with enough Sobolev regularity and with sufficient

































Rα dx dy = 0 (2.3)
such that
g = 3fx,

























Proof. Applying the operator ∂α to (2.1), we have
∂αut + ∂αuxxx + ∂αux + ∂α(uux)− ∂α∂−1x uyy = 0.























































)= 3∫ fx(∂αux)2 − ∫ fxxx(∂αu)2,








































































)2 + 3∫ fx(∂αux)2 + ∫ θ(∂αu)2 + ∫ θ1(∂α∂−1x uy)2 + ∫ Rα = 0
such that

























3. An a priori estimate
In section four we prove a basic local-in-time existence theorem for (2.1)–(2.2). The proof
relies on approximating (2.1) by a sequence of linear equations. In this section, we prove an
existence theorem for linear equations as well as an a priori estimate on those solutions which
will be necessary for our main existence theorem in the next section.
We begin by approximating (2.1) by the linear equation
u
(n)
t + u(n)xxx + u(n)x + u(n−1)u(n)x − ∂−1x u(n)yy = 0 (3.1)
where the initial condition is given by u(n)(x, y,0) = φ(x, y) and the first approximation is given
by u(0)(x, y, t) = φ(x, y). The linear equation which can be solved at each iteration is of the form
ut + uxxx + ux + bux − ∂−1x uyy = 0 (3.2)
where b is a smooth bounded coefficient. Below we show that this equation can be solved in any
interval of time in which the coefficient is defined.
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and ∂−1x φyy ∈
⋂
N0 H
N(R2) there exists a unique solution of (3.2). The solution is defined in
any time interval in which the coefficients are defined.
Proof. Let T > 0 be arbitrary and M > 0 be a constant. Let
L= ∂t + ∂3x + ∂x + b∂x − ∂−1x ∂2y
be defined on those functions u ∈ X0(R2). Recall that u ∈ X0(R2) means u,uxxx, η2ξ uˆ ∈ L2(R2).
We consider the bilinear form B :D×D→ R,





e−Mtuv dx dy dt
where D = {u ∈ C([0, T ] :L2(R2)): u(x, y,0) = 0}. By integration by parts, we see that∫
R2





















We multiply by e−Mt and integrate in time to obtain for u ∈ C([0, T ] :X0(R2)) with




u2 dx dy + (M − c)
∫
R2
e−Mtu2 dx dy. (3.3)
Thus, 〈Lu,u〉  〈u,u〉 provided M is chosen large enough. Similarly, 〈L∗v, v〉  〈v, v〉 for all
v ∈ C([0, T ] :X0(R2)) such that v(x, y,T ) = 0 where L∗ denotes the formal adjoint of L. There-
fore, 〈L∗v,L∗u〉 is an inner product on D∗ = {v ∈ C([0, T ] :X0(R2)): v(x, y,T ) = 0}. Denote
by Y the completion of D∗ with respect to this inner product. By the Riesz representation theo-
rem, there exists a unique solution V ∈ Y , such that for any v ∈D∗, 〈L∗V,L∗v〉 = (φ, v(x, y,0))
where we used the fact that (φ, v(x, y,0)) is a bounded linear functional on D∗. Then w = L∗V
is a weak solution of Lw = 0, w0 = φ with w ∈ L2(R2 × [0, T ]). 
Remark. To obtain higher regularity of the solution, we repeat the proof with higher derivatives
included in the inner product. It is a standard approximation procedure to obtain a result for
general initial data.
Next, we need to introduce a new function space. Let
ZN = {u: u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :H(N+3,N+2)(R2)), ut ∈ L∞([0, T ] :HN (R2))} (3.4)T























Using this function space and the linearized equation (3.1), we consider the mapping Π :ZNT →
ZNT such that u
(n) = Π(u(n−1)) and our first approximation is given by u(0)(x, y, t) = φ(x, y). In
Lemma 3.2 below, we show an a priori estimate which will be used on our sequence of solutions
{u(n)} in our main existence theorem in section four.
Lemma 3.2. Let v,w be a pair of functions in ZNt for all N and all t  0, such that v,w are
solutions to
vt + vxxx + vx +wvx − ∂−1x vyy = 0. (3.6)






∥∥vt (·, ·,0)∥∥2HN(R2) + ct‖w‖ZNt ‖v‖2ZNt (3.7)
for all t  0.
Proof. We will show that for each j , |j | 0, and 0 t˜  t ,
∂t
∫ [(










We begin by taking j derivatives of (3.6). We have
∂j vt + ∂j vxxx + ∂j vx + ∂j (wvx)− ∂j ∂−1x vyy = 0. (3.8)
Multiply (3.8) by 2∂j v and integrate over R2. Hence
∂t
∫ (
∂j v(·, ·, t˜))2  c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvx)(∂j v)∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∫ [(∂jw)vx + · · · +w(∂j vx)](∂j v)∣∣∣∣.
The remainder terms can be bounded as follows:∣∣∣∣∫ (∂jw)vx(∂j v)∣∣∣∣ ‖vx‖L∞(R2)(∫ (∂jw)2)1/2(∫ (∂j v)2)1/2
 c
(∫ [
v2x + v2xxx + v2xy
])1/2‖w‖H |j |(R2)‖v‖H |j |(R2)
 c‖w‖
Z
|j |‖v‖2 |j |
t Zt






































)2  c∣∣∣∣∫ (∂j (wvx)xxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
 c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxxxvx + 2wxxvxx + 2wxvxxx +wvxxxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
 c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxxxvx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣+ c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxxvxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
+ c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxvxxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣+ c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvxxxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
 I1 + I2 + I3 + I4.
We will look at terms Ik , k = 1,2,3,4, below. For I1, we have∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxxxvx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
=







+ · · · + ∥∥∂j vx∥∥L∞(R2)(∫ w2xxx)1/2(∫ (∂j vxxx)2)1/2
 ‖v‖Z0t ‖w‖Z|j |t ‖v‖Z|j |t + · · · + ‖v‖Z|j |t ‖w‖Z0t ‖v‖Z|j |t
 c‖w‖
Z
|j |‖v‖2 |j | .
t Zt
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For I3, ∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wxvxxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∫ [(∂jwx)vxxx + · · · +wx(∂j vxxx)](∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣
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∥∥∂jwx∥∥L∞(R2)(∫ v2xxx)1/2(∫ (∂j vxxx)2)1/2






















Lastly, for I4,∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvxxxx)(∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ [(∂jw)vxxxx + · · · +w(∂j vxxxx)](∂j vxxx)∣∣∣∣.

















































|j |‖v‖2 |j | .
t Zt





)2  c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvx)yy(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
 c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wyyvx + 2wyvxy +wvxyy)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
 c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wyyvx)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣+ c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wyvxy)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
+ c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvxyy)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
 I5 + I6 + I7.
First, we look at I5,∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wyyvx)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
=







+ · · · + c∥∥∂j vx∥∥L∞(R2)(∫ w2yy)1/2(∫ (∂j vyy)2)1/2










For I6, ∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wyvxy)(∂j vyy)∣∣∣∣
=












‖v‖Z0t ‖v‖Z|j |t + · · · + c‖w‖Z0t ‖v‖Z0t
 c‖w‖
Z
|j |‖v‖2 |j | .
t Zt
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We will look at the first and last of these terms below. The rest of these terms are handled simi-












while for |j | > 0,





























)2  c∣∣∣∣∫ (∂j (wvx)t)(∂j vt)∣∣∣∣
 c
∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wtvx)(∂j vt)∣∣∣∣+ c∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvxt )(∂j vt)dx dt∣∣∣∣
= I9 + I10.
For I9, we have
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 c







+ · · · + ∥∥∂j vx∥∥L∞(R2)(∫ (wt )2)1/2(∫ (∂j vt)2)1/2























If j = (0,0), we have∣∣∣∣∫ ∂j (wvxt )(∂j vt)∣∣∣∣= c∣∣∣∣∫ (∂jw)vxt(∂j vt)∣∣∣∣+ · · · + c∣∣∣∣∫ w(∂j vxt)(∂j vt)∣∣∣∣
= I10(a)+ · · · + I10(a˜).

















|j |‖v‖2 |j | .
t Zt
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∂t
∫ [(

















H(|j |+3,|j |+2)(R2) +
∥∥v(·, ·,0)∥∥2







4. Uniqueness and existence of a local solution
In this section, we will prove that for φ ∈ XN(R2) there exists a unique solution of (2.1)–
(2.2) in L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)), where the time T depends only on ‖φ‖X0(R2). First we prove
uniqueness of solutions.
Theorem 4.1 (Uniqueness). Let φ ∈ X0(R2) and 0 < T < +∞. Then there is at most one solu-
tion of (2.1)–(2.2) in L∞([0, T ] :X0(R2)) with initial data u(x, y,0) = φ(x, y).
Proof. Assume that u,v ∈ L∞([0, T ] :X0(R2)) are two solutions of (2.1)–(2.2) with ut , vt ∈
L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)), so all integrations below are justified and with the same initial data, in fact,
with (u− v)(x, y,0) = 0. Then
(u− v)t + (u− v)xxx + (u− v)x + (uux − vvx)− ∂−1x (u− v)yy = 0. (4.1)
By (4.1),
(u− v)t + (u− v)xxx + (u− v)x + (u− v)ux + (u− v)xv − ∂−1x (u− v)yy = 0. (4.2)
Multiplying (4.2) by 2(u− v) and integrating with respect to (x, y) over R2,
2
∫
(u− v)(u− v)t + 2
∫
(u− v)(u− v)xxx + 2
∫





(u− v)(u− v)xv − 2
∫
(u− v)∂−1x (u− v)yy = 0. (4.3)
Integrating by parts each term in (4.3), we obtain
∂t
∫






(‖ux‖L∞(R2) + ‖vx‖L∞(R2))∫ (u− v)2
 c
(‖u‖X0(R2) + ‖v‖X0(R2))∫ (u− v)2. (4.4)
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This proves the uniqueness of the solution. 
Now we consider existence of solutions to (2.1)–(2.2). Our plan is to show that for
φ ∈ XN(R2) there exists a solution u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)) for a time T depending only on





)= {u: u,uxxx, uyy, η2
ξ
uˆ ∈ HN (R2)} (4.5)











)2 + (∂−1x ∂juyy)2 + (∂juyy)2])dx dy (4.6)
where j = (α1, α2) and |j | = α1 + α2. We will begin by showing that, for φ ∈ YN(R2), there
exists a solution u of (2.1) such that u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)) for a time T depending only on
‖φ‖Y 0 . Then we will prove a differential inequality of the form
∂t
(∫
u2 + u2xxx +
(
∂−1x uyy
)2) (∫ u2 + u2xxx + (∂−1x uyy)2)3/2,
to show that in fact the solution u obtained in Theorem 4.2 is in L∞([0, T ′] :X0(R2)) for a time
T ′ depending only on ‖φ‖X0(R2). With these ideas in mind we state our existence theorem.
Theorem 4.2 (Existence). Let k0 > 0 and N be an integer  0. Then there exists a time 0 <
T < +∞ depending only on k0 such that for all φ ∈ YN(R2) with ‖φ‖Y 0(R2)  k0 there exists a
solution of (2.1), u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)) such that u(x, y,0) = φ(x, y).
The method of the proof is as follows. As discussed in Section 3, we begin by approximating
(2.1) by the linear equation (3.1). We construct the mapping
Π :ZNT → ZNT
where the initial condition is given by u(n)(x, y,0) = φ(x, y) and the first approximation is given
by u(0)(x, y, t) = φ(x, y). Subsequent approximations are given by u(n) = Π(u(n−1)) for n 1.
Eq. (3.1) is a linear equation which by Lemma 3.1 can be solved at each iteration. We show that
the sequence of solutions {u(n)} to our linear equation is bounded in L∞([0, T ] :Y 0(R2)) for a
time T depending only on ‖φ‖Y 0 . We then show that there is a subsequence of solutions to our
approximate equations which converges to a solution u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :Y 0(R2)) of (2.1). Lastly,
we show that if φ ∈ YN(R2) for N > 0, then our solution u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)) where the
time T depends only on ‖φ‖Y 0 .
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It suffices to prove this result for φ ∈ ⋂N0 HN(R2) and ∂−1x φyy ∈⋂
HN(R2). We can then use the same approximation procedure as before to prove the resultN0
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∥∥u(n)t (·, ·,0)∥∥2L2(R2) + ct∥∥u(n−1)∥∥Z0t ∥∥u(n)∥∥2Z0t . (4.7)







u(n)xxx(·, ·,0)+ u(n)x (·, ·,0)− ∂−1x u(n)yy (·, ·,0)+ u(n−1)(·, ·,0)u(n)x (·, ·,0)
]2
 ‖φ‖2
Y 0(R2) + c
∫ [








where C is independent of n. Define c0 = (C2 k20 + 1). Let T (n)0 be the maximum time such that
‖u(j)‖Z0t  c0 for 0 t  T
(n)











∥∥u(n)t (·, ·,0)∥∥2L2(R2) + ct∥∥u(n−1)∥∥Z0t ∥∥u(n)∥∥2Z0t
 Ck20 + ctc30. (4.8)
Claim. T (n)0 does not approach 0.
On the contrary, assume that T (n)0 → 0. Since ‖u(n)(·, ·, t)‖Z0t is continuous for t  0, there
exists τ ∈ [0, T ] such that c0 = ‖u(j)(·, ·, τ )‖Z0τ for 0 τ  T
(n)
0 , 0 j  n. Then, by (4.8) we
have
c20 Ck20 + cT (n)0 c30. (4.9)








k40 + 1 0 (4.10)
which is a contradiction. Consequently T (n)0  0. Choosing T = T (c0) sufficiently small, and T
not depending on n, one concludes that∥∥u(n)∥∥2 0  c for 0 t  T . (4.11)Zt
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solutions u(n) ∈ Z0T and therefore a subsequence u(nj ) ≡ u(n) such that
u(n)
∗
⇀u weakly in L∞





⇀ut weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :L2(R2)).
Therefore, by Lions–Aubin’s compactness theorem there is a subsequence u(nj ) ≡ u(n) such
that u(n) → u strongly on L∞([0, T ] :H 1loc(R2)). Now it remains to show that each term in
(3.1) converges to its correct limit. First, u(n)xxx ∗⇀uxxx weakly on L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)). Similarly
u
(n)
t → ut and u(n)x → ux weak∗ in L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)). Now we will show that the nonlinear





⇀ weakly in L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)). Therefore,
u(n−1)u(n)x
∗
⇀uux weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :L2(R2)).
Consequently,
∂−1x u(n)yy = u(n)t + u(n)xxx + u(n)x + u(n)u(n)x
∗
⇀ut + uxxx + ux + uux weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :L2(R2)). (4.12)
But, also note that
u(n)yy
∗
⇀uyy weakly in L∞




⇀∂−1x uyy weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :L2(R2))
and consequently u is a solution to (2.1). Now, we prove that there exists a solution to (2.1) with
u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)) for the time T chosen above. We already know that there is a solu-
tion u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :Y 0(R2)). Therefore, it suffices to show that the approximating sequence
u(n) is bounded in ZNT and thus, by the convergence arguments above, our solution u is in
L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)). Again, by Lemma 3.1, we know our linearized equation can be solved
in any interval of time in which the coefficients are defined. Therefore, for each iterate, ‖u(n)‖ZNt











On the other hand, as before and using ‖φ‖YN  kN , we obtain∥∥u(n)(·, ·,0)∥∥2 (N+3,N+2) 2 + ∥∥u(n)t (·, ·,0)∥∥2 N 2  Ck2H (R ) H (R ) N
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‖u(j)‖ZNt  cN for 0 t  T
(n)





t ∈ [0, T (n)N ]: ∥∥u(j)∥∥ZNt  cN for 0 j  n}.
Therefore, for 0 t  T (n)N , ∥∥u(n)∥∥2
ZNt
 Ck2N + ctc3N. (4.14)
Claim. T (n)N does not approach 0.
On the contrary, assume that T (n)N → 0. Since ‖u(n)(·, ·, t)‖ZNt is continuous for t  0, there
exists τ ∈ [0, T ] such that cN = ‖u(j)(·, ·, τ )‖ZNτ for 0  τ  T
(n)
N , 0  j  n. Then, by (4.14)
we have
c2N  Ck2N + cT (n)N c3N. (4.15)









k4N + 1 0 (4.16)
which is a contradiction. Consequently T (n)N  0. Choosing TN sufficiently small, and TN not
depending on n, one concludes that
∥∥u(n)∥∥2
ZNt
 c for 0 t  TN . (4.17)
This shows that T (n)N  TN . Now, let
T ∗N = sup
{
t ∈ [0, T ∗N ]: u ∈ ZNt }.
We claim that T ∗N  T and therefore, a time of existence can be chosen depending only on‖φ‖Y 0 . By Lemma 3.1 the linear equation (3.1) can be solved in any interval of time in which
the coefficients are defined, and thus T ∗N  T . 
Now we want to improve our existence theorem. In particular, we want to show that the
solution u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)) found in Theorem 4.2 is in L∞([0, T ′] :XN(R2)) for a time
T ′ depending only on ‖φ‖X0(R2). In order to do so, we first prove a differential inequality.
Lemma 4.3. Let u be the solution to our main equation in L∞([0, T ] :YN(R2)). Then for any
0 t  T , we have



















)2 + (∂j (∂−1x uyy))2])dx dy]3/2. (4.18)
Proof. We use a priori estimates on smooth solutions u. Multiplying (2.1) by u and integrating















)2 + (∂j (∂−1x uyy))2])]3/2. (4.19)
We consider the case j = (0,0). The case j = (0,0) is handled in a similar way.
Applying ∂3x to (2.1), we obtain
uxxxt + uxxxxxx + uxxxx + (uux)xxx − uxxyy = 0. (4.20)












uxxxuxxyy = 0. (4.21)
































In a similar way, but now apply ∂−1x ∂2y to (2.1) instead of ∂3x and multiply by 2∂−1x uyy instead of
2uxxx , we get





∣∣∣∣∫ (u2)yy(∂−1x uyy)∣∣∣∣= c∣∣∣∣∫ [uyyu+ u2y](∂−1x uyy)∣∣∣∣
 c








)2 +(∫ [u2y + u2xy + (∂−1x uyy)2])(∫ (∂−1x uyy)2)1/2
 c
(∫ [





The lemma follows. 
Corollary 4.4. Let u be the solution to (2.1) with initial data φ ∈ YN(R2). Denote by 0 < T <
+∞ the life span of this solution in YN(R2). Then there exists 0 < T ′  T , depending only on











)2 + (∂j (∂−1x uyy))2])dx dy ≡ ‖u‖2XN .
Using (4.18) we have h′(t) c[h(t)]3/2. Integrating this inequality with respect to t , we obtain
that h(t)1/2  c/(h(0)−1/2 − t) and therefore, we get a lower bound on the time of existence of
h(t) depending only on h(0). 
Corollary 4.5. Let φ ∈ XN(R2) for some N  0 and let φ(n) be a sequence converging to φ in
XN(R2). Let u and u(n) be the corresponding unique solutions, given by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2




⇀u weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :XN (R2)). (4.22)
Proof. By assumption u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)), then there exists a weak∗ convergent subse-
quence, still denoted u(n) such that
u(n)
∗
⇀u weakly in L∞
([0, T ] :XN (R2)) ↪→ L∞([0, T ] :H 1(R2)).
Moreover, by Eq. (2.1), u(n) ∈ L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)) implies u(n)t ∈ L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)). By the
Lions–Aubin compactness theorem,
u(n) → u strongly in L∞([0, T ] :H 1/2(R2)).loc
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for u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)).
The only thing we need to show is that the nonlinear term converges to its correct limit, namely
that u(n)u(n)x → uux . We know that u(n)x ∗⇀ ux weakly in L∞([0, T ] :H 1(R2)) and u(n) → u
strongly in L∞([0, T ] :H 1/2loc (R2)). Therefore, their product converges in L2([0, T ] :L1loc(R2)).
Clearly, the linear terms also converge in L2([0, T ] :L1loc(R2)) and therefore, we conclude that
u
(n)
t → ut in L2([0, T ] :L1loc(R2)). The proof follows. 
5. Estimate of error terms
In this section we prove the main estimates used in our gain of regularity theorem.














)2  C (5.1)
for L + 1  |α|  2L − 1, 2L − |α| − α2  1, where fα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2,|α|−L, gα ∈
















where γ = (γ1, γ2) ∈ Z+ × Z+, |γ |  |α| − 1, fγ ∈ Wσ,2L−|γ |−γ2,|γ |−L, gγ ∈
Wσ,2L−|γ |−γ2−1,|γ |−L for |γ |  L, 2L − |γ | − γ2  1 and fγ ∈ W0,γ1,0, gγ ∈ Wσ,γ1−1,0 for
0 |γ | L.
The idea of the proof is the following. For a given α satisfying the hypotheses above, we
choose a weight function fα ≈ t |α|−Lx2L−|α|−α2 for x > 1 and fα ≈ t |α|−Leσx for x < −1. Then
with this choice of weight function, we apply the operator ∂α to (2.1), multiply by fα∂αu and
integrate over R2 to obtain the main equality stated in (2.3). In this theorem, we bound the last
three terms on the left-hand side of (2.3) by terms of the form (5.2) and (5.3).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For each α we apply the operator ∂α to (2.1), multiply our differentiated
equation by 2fα(∂αu) where we take
fα(x, t) =
x∫
gα(z, t) dz for gα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2−1,|α|−L, (5.4)−∞













)2 + 2∫ fα(∂αu)∂α(uux) = 0.

















































for some gγ ∈ Wσ,2L−|γ |−γ2−1,|γ |−L where γ = (α1 − 2, α2 + 1). Further, we notice that
2L − |γ | − γ2  1 and α1  2 since 2L − |α| − α2  1 and L + 1  |α|. Therefore, (5.6) is



















































where r1 + s1 = α1, r2 + s2 = α2. Below we consider all terms of level |α|.










































The case |s| = |α| − 1. In this case, |r| = 1 giving us the following two subcases.











































































Since fα ≈ x2L−|α|−α2 as x → ∞, it is clear that fα Cfα1+1,α2−1.
The case |s| = |α| − 2. We have three subcases to consider.
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fα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2,|α|−L. Since 2L − |α| − α2 < 2L − (α1 − 1 + α2) − α2, we see that this
term is bounded by a term of the form (5.2).


























































Using the fact that fα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2,|α|−L and 2L− |α| −α2 < 2L− (α1 +α2 − 1)− (α2 − 1),
we conclude that the last term is bounded by a term of the form (5.2).



























































u2yy + u2xyy +
(
∂−1x uyyy
















)2 + fα(∂α1+2x ∂α2−2y u)2 + fα(∂α1x ∂α2−1y u)2
)1/2
.0
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terms of the form (5.2). The second term in the integrand is of order |α|. It will be bounded using
Gronwall’s inequality (and using the fact that the order of the y derivative is less than α2 and
therefore this term can handle an even greater power of x).
The case |s| = |α| − 3. In this case |r| = 3. First, we consider the case in which L  4. Since







































)2 + (∂rux)2 + (∂ruy)2]
)1/2
.
Since |r| = 3, each of these terms is at most of order 4 L |α| − 1, and, therefore, bounded












)2 + (∂suxx)2 + (∂suxy)2]
)1/2
. (5.8)
We notice that the last two terms on the right-hand side of (5.8) are of order |s|+2 = |α|−1 L.
In order to verify that we have the correct power of x, we note that
2L− |α| − α2  2L−
(|s| + 2)− (s2 + 1)
since |s| = |α| − 3. Therefore, we can conclude that each of those terms is bounded by a term of
the form (5.2). Finally, we look at the first term on the right-hand side of (5.8). If |s| + 1  L,
then this term is bounded by (5.2) as the other two terms. If |s| + 1 <L, then using the fact that
|s| + 2 L, we conclude that |s| = L− 2, and, therefore,
2L− |α| − α2  2L−
(|s| + 2)− (s2 + 1)
 s1 + 1.
Therefore, we conclude that the first term above is bounded by a term of the form (5.2) of order
|s| + 1 <L.
We now look at the cases when L = 2 or L = 3. In either case, if |α| 5, then we can handle
as above. We first consider the case when |α| = 4 (L = 2 or L = 3). In this case, using the fact
that |r| = 3 and |s| = 1, we have








































Since |r| = 3 = |α| − 1 and 2L − |α| − α2  2L − |r| − r2, we see that the last term above is
bounded by a term of the form (5.2).
Last, we consider |α| = 3. In this case, we must have L = 2, |r| = 3 and |s| = 0. Therefore,





























The case |s|  |α| − 4. We consider the set A = {x: x > 1}. The set A−1 = {x < −1} can be































where νs = (|s|+3−L)+2 and νr = (|r|−L)
+
2 . First, we must verify that M  0. We see that
M = |α| −L
2
− νs − νr
= |α| −L− (|s| + 3 −L)
+ − (|r| −L)+
2
 |α| − |s| − |r| − 3 +L
2
= L− 3  0
2
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|s| |α| − 4. Therefore, we conclude that M  0. Further,
∥∥tνs ∂sux∥∥L∞  C(∫ t2νs [(∂sux)2 + (∂suxxx)2 + (∂suxy)2])1/2.
Each of those terms is of order at most |α|−1, and therefore, bounded by terms of the form (5.2).
Further, 2L−|α|−α2  2L−|r|−r2. Therefore, for |r| |α|−1, the last term above is bounded































































where the constant C depends only on terms of the form (5.2) and (5.3).



























where C depends only on terms of the form (5.2) and (5.3). Applying Gronwall’s inequality, we
get the desired estimate. 
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In section four we proved the existence of a solution u to (2.1) in L∞([0, T ] :XN(R2)) for
given initial data φ ∈ XN(R2). In this section, we prove that if, in addition, our initial data
φ lies in the weighted space H˜Kx (W0K 0) for some K  0, then the solution u also lies in
L∞([0, T ] : H˜Kx (W0K 0)). This property is known as a “persistence” property of the initial data.
This property provides a basis for starting the induction in our gain of regularity theorem in
Section 7.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :X1(R2)) with initial data φ(x, y) ∈ X1(R2) such that φ
also lies in H˜Kx (W0K 0) for some integer K  0. Then
















for |α|K , α1 = 0, where fα1 ∈ W0 α1 0 and gα1 ∈ Wσ α1−1 0 for σ > 0 arbitrary and C depends
only on T and the norm of φ ∈ X1(R2)∩ H˜Kx (W0K 0).
Proof. We use induction on j = |α| for 1 j K . The case that j = 0 follows from conserva-
tion of L2-norm. We derive formally some a priori estimates for the solution where the bound
involves only the norms of u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :X1(R2)) and the norms of φ ∈ H˜Kx (W0K 0). Then,
we can apply convergence arguments to show that the result holds true for general solutions. In
order to do so, we need to approximate general solutions u ∈ X1(R2) by smooth solutions and
approximate general weight functions f ∈ W0 j 0 by smooth, bounded weight functions. The first
of these procedures has already been discussed, so we will concentrate on the second.
For a fixed i  1, we begin by taking a sequence of bounded weight functions gi,δ which
decay as |x| → ∞ and which approximate gi ∈ Wσ i−1 0 with σ > 0 from below, uniformly on
any half-line (−∞, c). Define the weight functions
fi,δ(x, t) = 1 +
x∫
−∞
gi,δ(z, t) dz. (6.1)
Therefore, for i  1, the functions fi,δ are bounded weight functions approximating fi ∈ W0 i 0
from below, uniformly on compact sets. For i = 0, we take the functions f0,δ ≡ 1.
From (5.3) and using the fact that ∂t (fα ,δ) cfα ,δ and ∂x(fα ,δ) cfα ,δ , we have1 1 1 1

















































We handle the cases j = |α| = 1,2,3 below, and the case j  4 in Lemma 6.2.
The case j = 1.
(a) The subcase α = (1,0). Our remainder term satisfies∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δux(uux)x∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δ[u3x + uuxuxx]∣∣∣∣
 c













Combining the above estimates with (6.2), we conclude that for 0 t  T ,
∫ [










]+C T∫ ∫ u2y +C T∫ ∫ [f1,δu2x + u2y].0 0
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∫ [







where C does not depend on δ but only on T and the norm of φ ∈ X1(R2)∩ H˜ 1x (W0 1 0). Taking














The case j = 2.
(a) The subcase α = (2,0). Our remainder term satisfies
∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δuxx(uux)xx ∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δ[3uxu2xx + uuxxuxxx]∣∣∣∣
 c






(b) The subcase α = (1,1). Our remainder term satisfies
∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δuxy(uux)xy ∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δuxy(2uxuxy + uxxuy + uuxxy)∣∣∣∣
 C




























u2y + u2xxy + u2yy
)1/2
 ‖u‖X1 .














Combining the above estimates on (a), (b) and (c) with (6.2), integrating from 0 t  T and













where C does not depend on δ but only on T and the norm of φ ∈ X1(R2)∩ H˜ 2x (W0 2 0). Conse-













The case j = 3.
(a) The subcase α = (3,0). Our remainder term satisfies∣∣∣∣∫ f3,δuxxx(uux)xxx∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ f3,δ[3u2xx + 4uxuxxx + uuxxxx]uxxx∣∣∣∣
 3
∣∣∣∣∫ f3,δu2xxuxxx ∣∣∣∣+ c‖ux‖L∞ ∫ f3,δu2xxx + c∣∣∣∣∫ (f3,δu)xu2xxx ∣∣∣∣
 C
∣∣∣∣∫ f3,δu2xxuxxx∣∣∣∣+ c‖u‖X0(R2) ∫ f3,δu2xxx .
Now we estimate the first term on the right-hand side.
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Now the terms involving uxx have been bounded by the previous step in the induction. Therefore,











Case x < −1. Let A−1 = {x ∈ R: x < −1} × R ⊆ R2. We use the fact that f3,δ ≈ c on A−1




























(b) The subcase α = (2,1). Our remainder term satisfies
∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δuxxy(uux)xxy ∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δuxxy[3uxyuxx + 3uxuxxy + uyuxxx + uuxxxy]∣∣∣∣
 C
∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δuxxyuxyuxx∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫ f2,δuxxyuyuxxx∣∣∣∣+C‖u‖X0 ∫ f2,δu2xxy .
The second term on the right-hand side satisfies








For the first term on the right-hand side, we consider two cases. First, for A1,



























































(‖u‖X0)(1 + ∫ f2,δu2xxy).
(c) The subcase α = (1,2). Our remainder term satisfies
2
∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δuxyy(uux)xyy ∣∣∣∣= 2∣∣∣∣∫ f1,δuxyy(2u2xy + 2uxuxyy + uyyuxx + 2uyuxxy + uuxxyy)∣∣∣∣.











since (f1,δ)y = 0. Integrating by parts, it is clear that the second and fifth terms on the right-hand


















For the third term on the right-hand side, we consider the cases when x > 1 and x < −1 sepa-
rately. First, for x > 1, we have




































where we have used the fact that
∫
f1,δu2xx was bounded on the previous step of the induction.





















where C depends only on the norm of u ∈ X1(R2).
(d) The subcase α = (0,3). Our remainder term satisfies∣∣∣∣∫ uyyy(uux)yyy ∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∫ uyyy(uxuyyy + 3uyyuxy + 3uyuxyy + uuxyyy)∣∣∣∣.



































































xxxx + (f2,δ)xu2xxxy + (f1,δ)xu2xxyy
)
 C
where C does not depend on δ, but only on T and the norm of φ ∈ X1(R2)∩ H˜ 3x (W0 3 0). Conse-












xxxx + g2u2xxxy + g1u2xxyy
)
C.
The case j  4. In this case, we take fα1,δ approximating fα1 ∈ W0α1 0. We apply ∂α to (2.1),


























0 1 2 0

















)2  C (6.6)
where C does not depend on δ, but only on T and the norm of φ ∈ X1(R2)∩ H˜ jx (W0 j 0). Passing
















)2  C.  (6.7)



































for γ = (γ1, γ2) ∈ Z+ × Z+, |γ | j − 1.
Proof. In order to get bounds on the left-hand side of (6.8), we use the fact that every term in









where ri + si = αi . Before showing the bounds on each of the terms in the integrand we point





)2 + (∂γ uxx)2 + (∂γ uy)2)1/2. (6.12)























The case |s| = j − 1. Therefore, |r| = 1. We have two subcases below.








































)2 + ∫ fα1+1,δ(∂α1+1x ∂α2−1y u)2].
The case |s| = j − 2. We consider three subcases below.























xuxx, x > 1,
uxx, x < −1.





u2xx + u2xxxx + u2xxy
))1/2
 C‖u‖X1 .
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f1,δuxx = (f1,δu)xx − (f1,δ)xxu− 2(f1,δ)xux






















)2 + (((f1,δ)xxu)xx)2 + (((f1,δ)xxu)y)2)1/2
 C +C
∫



















































where C depends only on the bounds in the statement of the theorem.









































where C depends only on the bounds in the statement of the theorem.
The case |s| = j − 3 for j  5. In this case we consider x > 1 and x < −1 separately. First, for


































)2 + (∂rux)2 + (∂ruy)2)1/2




)2 for |γ | j − 1









)2 + (∂suxx)2 + (∂suxy)2)1/2



























where C depends only on the terms in the statement of the theorem.














































)2 + fr1,δ(∂rux)2 + fr1,δ(∂ruy)2)1/2.
Since |r| = 3, each of the terms above has order at most four, and, therefore, is bounded by a




)2 for |γ | 4 j − 1,


















)2 + (∂suxx)2 + (∂suxy)2])1/2.











The case |s| = j − 3 when j = 4. In this case, |s| = 1. Therefore, either s = (1,0) or s = (0,1).
For s = (1,0), we have


























))4)1/4  (∫ fr1,δ[(∂ru)2 + (∂rux)2 + (∂ruy)2])1/2.








u2xx + u2xxx + u2xxy
])1/2
.


























The case in which s = (0,1) is handled similarly.












∥∥f(s1+1)/2,δ(∂sux)∥∥L∞  C(∫ fs1+1,δ[(∂sux)2 + (∂suxxx)2 + (∂suxy)2])1/2.





































In this section we state and prove our main theorem, which states that if the initial data φ pos-
sesses certain regularity and sufficient decay at infinity, then the solution u(t) will be smoother
than φ. In particular if the initial data satisfies
∫
φ2 + (1 + xL+)(∂Lx φ)2 + (∂Ly φ)2 < ∞,






1 + eσx−)(∂2Lx u)2 < ∞
for σ > 0 arbitrary, where T is the existence time of the solution.
Theorem 7.1 (Main Theorem). Let T > 0 and let u be the solution of (2.1) in the region


















dx dy dt  C (7.1)
for L + 1  |α|  2L − 1, 2L − |α| − α2  1 where fα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2,|α|−L and gα ∈
Wσ,2L−|α|−α2−1,|α|−L, σ > 0 arbitrary.
Proof. By assumption, u ∈ L∞([0, T ] :ZL). Therefore ut ∈ L∞([0, T ] :L2(R2)), then u ∈
C([0, T ] :L2(R2)) ∩ Cw([0, T ] :ZL). Hence u : [0, T ] → ZL is a weakly continuous function.
In particular, u(·, ·, t) ∈ ZL for every t . Let t0 ∈ (0, T ) and u(·, ·, t0) ∈ ZL, then there are
{φ(n)} ⊆ C∞0 (R2) such that ∂−1x φ(n)yy are in C∞0 (R2) and φ(n)(·, ·) → u(·, ·, t0) in ZL. Let u(n)
be the unique solution of (2.1) with initial data φ(n)(x, y) at time t = t0. By Corollary 4.4, the
solution u(n) ∈ L∞([t0, t0 + δ] :X1(R2)) for a time interval δ which not depend on n. By Theo-







dx dy dt  C (7.2)t0 R
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(1 + x+)k∣∣∂α1x u(n)(x, y, t)∣∣+ ∣∣∂α2y u(n)(x, y, t)∣∣]< +∞ (7.3)
for each n, k and α1, α2. Therefore, the a priori estimates in Lemma 5.1, are justified for each
u(n) in the interval [t0, t0 + δ].




−∞ gα(z, t) dz. We note that 2L − |α| − α2  1 by assumption. Therefore, L − 2 − α2  0.


















dx dy dt  C (7.4)
where C depends only on the norm of u(n) ∈ L∞([0, T ] :ZL) and the term in (7.2). We conclude,
therefore, that the constant C in (7.4) depends only on ‖φ(n)‖ZL . We continue this procedure
inductively. For the |α|th step, let gα ∈ Wσ,2L−|α|−α2−1,|α|−L for α2  2L − |α| − 1 and define
fα = 13
∫ x
−∞ gα(z, t) dz. The non-uniform bounds on u
(n) in (7.2) allow us to use Lemma 5.1 and


















dx dy dt  C
where again C does not depend on n, but only on the norm of φ(n) ∈ZL. By Corollary 4.5,
u(n)
∗
⇀u weakly in L∞
([t0, t0 + δ] :X1(R2)).


















dx dy dt  C. (7.5)
This proof is continued inductively up to |α| = 2L− 1. Since δ does not depend on n, this result
is valid over the whole interval [0, T ]. 
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